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You know me I'm finna pop me a Viagra
Finna break a bitch back for bout' twelve hours
The pretty bitch off dem grandpa pills
I'm poppin Viagra bitch tell me what's the deal

You know me I'm finna pop me a Viagra
Finna break a bitch back for bout' twelve hours
The pretty bitch off dem grandpa pills
I'm poppin Viagra bitch tell me what's the deal

Off top I'm poppin' pills like it's February
You a stupid bitch
I take dem Blue Cherries
Off Viagra bitch I feel like a football player
I'm off dem Based God pills I don't know what to think
Keep it real we had sex for like ...... hours
Got me fucked up, bitch i'm poppin Viagra
Boy i'm powered up on pills like a fuckin' bitch
Bitch come to the mansion i'm finna chop a six
Ask me bout' the pills that I fuckin' take
I don't pop X
I just pop Grandpa
Grandpa is another term for Viagra
Based God doesn't sell drugs, I sell Viagra
Based God fucked them bitches off them Grandpas
Bitch open up the door it's a gift
Look at me, I'm the Based God
I break a hoe ass bitch, call me A-Rod

I'm poppin Viagra...

You know though brah I'm a tell ya like this
When I be off them grandpa's
I be out there twenty strong, forty eight hours
Off them Based God pills

You know me I'm finna pop me a Viagra
Finna break a bitch back for bout' twelve hours
The pretty bitch off dem grandpa pills
I'm poppin Viagra bitch tell me what's the deal

You know me I'm finna pop me a Viagra
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Finna break a bitch back for bout' twelve hours
The pretty bitch off dem grandpa pills
I'm poppin Viagra bitch tell me what's the deal
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